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Small Statures: Deciduous Shrubs P A R T F O U R I N A F O U R - P A R T S E R I E S
KRISTIN VANHOOSE

A bite-sized
buffet of

beauty
monrovia nurseries

BEAUTIFUL small shrub
options include weigelas,
hydrangeas, barberries,
ROSES, euonymous and more

By Lisa Albert
Determining what qualifies as a
dwarf or compact deciduous shrub is a
little like trying to nail Jell-O to the wall.
Sure, you could take the easy way
out, as suggested by Dave Etchepare,
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manager of Dennis 7 Dees’ Nursery &
Landscaping on S.E. Powell Boulevard
in Portland, Ore.: if it has “dwarf” or
“nana” in its name, it qualifies. Ditto for
the term “compact.”
And yet, this solution has problems,
Etchepare said. These terms are relative to the parent plant’s ultimate size.
At 8-10 feet, compact burning bush
(Euonymus alata ‘Compactus’) is smaller than its 20-foot parent (Euonymus
alata), true. It’s also true that dwarf
forms of large-scale shrubs serve an
important purpose in gardens, bringing a sense of scale to large properties
and homes. However, despite their

MONROVIA nurseries

MONROVIA nurseries

Small Statures: Deciduous Shrubs
monrovia nurseries
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There are many options available for those looking to beautify their yards with slow-growing
deciduous shrubs. They include hydrangeas (Hydrangea serrata ‘Diadem’, opposite page, top),
euonymous (Euonymous Green Spire , opposite page, bottom), roses (Flower Carpet® Pink
Supreme rose, Rosa X ‘NOA250092’ P.P.# 16276, above left), and barberries (Berberis thunbergii
‘Golden Nugget’, above right, and ‘Crimson Pygmy’, this page, bottom).

value and the adjective attached to their
name, Etchepare deems them too large
to earn the small stature label.
So what is the magic number? Top
out under four feet and you win the
title. And there are loads of choices,
ranging from old-time favorites to new
market entries. Many are versions of
their larger kin.
No room for the 4 to 6-foot ‘Wine
& Roses’ weigela? ‘Midnight Wine’
weigela will give you the same look
with burgundy-purple foliage and
rose-pink flowers on a tidy 18-24 inch
shrub. Or you could go for ‘Dark Horse’
weigela with lime-green veined, bronze
leaves and pinkish red flowers covering
its 3-foot frame.
Hydrangeas, old-fashioned darlings,
are experiencing renewed popularity
with increased demand for new forms,
including smaller cultivars. In demand
is the handful of small-sized hydrangeas
currently available, according to Kristin
Van Hoose, owner of Amethyst Hill
Nursery in Aurora, Ore.
“We sell two true dwarf macrophylla. One is ‘Pia’. The other is
‘Hornli’. There’s a new one from (Dr.
Michael A.) Dirr called ‘Mini Penny’,
which is 2-3 feet as well, although
there’s some debate about how compact it is. I haven’t seen it stay as compact as ‘Hornli’ and ‘Pia’. It might be
semi-dwarf, maybe 3 to 4 feet. ‘Mini
Penny’ is remontant – it has the ability to rebloom no matter what happens
in winter – like ‘Endless Summer’ and
‘Blushing Bride’.”
Additional choices include the
Cityline® hydrangeas, a series of dwarf
mopheads that bear the name of a
European city and grow to 3 feet.
“There are two compact serrata (hydrangeas), ‘Blue Billow’ and ‘Diadem’,” Van
Hoose continued. “Both are 2 to 3-foot
tall lacecaps. Both are a little pH sensitive but (the flower color change) is not
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as dramatic as macrophylla, which can
swing from pink to blue.”
Paniculata hydrangeas, especially
popular in Europe thanks to their cut
flower market, are being bred to produce big bloom heads on smaller plants
with increased disease resistance.

New introductions eventually make
their way to the states. Van Hoose has
trialed several introductions.
“They are cool,” she said. “They
bloom on new wood, they are good performers and they have good fall color.”
Unfortunately, the few dwarf panic-
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Choices, choices, choices
If roses tickle your customers’
fancy, then Flower Carpet® roses should
have you grinning. Masses of blooms
cover these groundcover roses that
grow 24-32 inches tall with a slightly
broader spread.
“The whole series is still very popular (with our customers),” Etchepare
said. “The red is probably number one
with the pink close behind. They really
do perform well. That’s a plant I’m confident selling to people, knowing they
will have success with a rose.”
Paul Taylor, OCNP Garden Design
& Consultation in Tigard, Ore., is also a
fan of Flower Carpet® roses.
34
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ulata forms she’s tried failed to win her
approval. “They couldn’t hold up their
bloom heads,” she said.
There aren’t many dwarf oakleaf
hydrangeas available as yet. ‘Pee Wee’
and ‘Syke’s Dwarf’ grow to 3 to 4 feet,
although Van Hoose warns, “they have
a tendency to grow a little bigger.” New
to the market is ‘Little Honey’, which
Van Hoose describes as having “chartreuse-y, green-y, yellow-y foliage.” As
a natural sport of ‘Pee Wee’ discovered
by British plantsman, Peter Catt, she
expects it to stay small.
Van Hoose has been delighted
with the performance of several as-yetunnamed compact oakleaf cultivars sent
to her by Dr. Sandra Reed, research
geneticist at Tennessee State University.
Reed recently started a propagation
program with one of the more compact
forms. Van Hoose believes we’ll see
new introductions hit the market in 2-3
years with more to follow in 3-5 years.
Breeding continues across the
board with hydrangea. Van Hoose cites
compactness as key, given today’s
smaller gardens, however, it’s not necessarily the driving force. After all,
what good is a hydrangea that doesn’t
bloom? Throw in one that re-blooms on
new wood and you’ve hit the jackpot,
Van Hoose said.
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Ken McVicker

Van Essen Nursery Company
Lebanon, Ore.

Kristin VanHoose

Amethyst Hill Nursery
Aurora, Ore.
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Amethyst’ – Its
serrated-edged petals lie in double rows, giving
a frilly appearance. The bloom color of this
hydrangea is sensitive to the pH of the soil,
ranging from robin’s-egg
blue to lavender to pink.
Hydrangea breeder M.
Haworth Booth bred this
beauty in 1938. It grows to
3-4 feet tall and wide, and
is hardy to Zone 7.
Hydrangea serrata ‘Blue
Deckle’ – Its lacecap blooms crowd the fertile
florets that almost appear like a mop head.
Dramatic fall leaf color and red aged blooms
make this a fall favorite in
the nursery. It is resistant
to late frost kill and has
bloomed on new wood for
us in the nursery several
times. It grows to 4 feet
wide and slightly less tall,
and is hardy to Zone 6.
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Alpengluhen’
(Glowing Embers) – This is the best all-around
hydrangea for bloom color, foliage and
performance. Bloom color can vary from blue/
purple (blurple) to fire red. Its aged blooms
are red and great for dried
arrangements. Its foliage
is dark green, with red tips
in the fall. ‘Alpengluhen’
grows to 3-4 feet tall
and wide and is hardy to
Zone 6.
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Blue Danube’ –
‘Blue Danube’ is compact,
but has unusually large
blooms. Its color is darkest
blue in acidic soil, but bright
pink in neutral soil. Its
mature size is 4 feet by 4
feet. Hardy to Zone 6.
Hydrangea macrophylla
‘Mueke’ – This cultivar has
pastel color blooms that are
unusual for Teller lacecap.
Its sturdy,round leaves set off
the dusty pink or lavender
blooms. Grows to 4 feet by
4 feet. Hardy to Zone 6.
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It isn’t hard to get growers to talk about plants. The
tough part is getting them to narrow down their list
of favorites to just a handful. Here are some of the
varieties our sources recommended:

Clethra alnifolia ‘Sixteen Candles’ – This
hardy, compact Clethra has dark green foliage
that turns golden in fall. It has a dense,
mounded habit bursting with fragrant white
flowers that bloom mid-summer. ‘Sixteen
Candles’ is an easy grower,
with very low upkeep
for landscape installers,
maintenance companies
and homeowners. It reaches
2-3 feet tall and is hardy to
Zone 4.
Itea virginica ‘Sprich’ Little Henry® PP#
10988 – This mounded, durable, compact
Sweetspire provides brilliant red fall foliage and
pure white, early summer
flowers. This shrub is very
hardy and a good performer
for the garden center and
the landscape professional.
Hardy to Zone 5, it reaches
a height of 2-3 feet.
Spiraea japonica
‘Magic Carpet’ PP#9363 – This Plant Haven
introduction is the choice of architects and
landscapers, with its compact habit and rich
yellow-bronze foliage. Red
new growth and rosecrimson blooms in summer.
This is an outstanding,
compact and hardy
selection. Hardy to Zone 3;
reaches 18 inches tall.
Weigela florida ‘Elvera’
Midnight Wine® PP# 12217, CBR# 2643
– Excellent new introduction becoming the
replacement of choice for Berberis in some
states no longer able to use barberry. Low
mounding, dark burgundy-purple shrub
with pink flowers, and the dwarf version
of the popular Wine &
Roses. This requires very
low maintenance with
multiple uses for home and
commercial landscapes, as
well as container gardening.
Zone 4; height 18-24 inches.
Weigela florida ‘Verweig’
My Monet™ PP# 16824, cbraf – Unique,
compact, and clean with green foliage and
contrasting white margins. New growth
accented by pink highlights. Leaves keep fresh
color and compact form in full sun to partial
shade. Dusky pink blooms appear in late
spring to early summer. It
looks great in a perennial
garden or mixed border,
and it makes an excellent
container plant. Hardy to
Zone 4. Grows to a height
of 12-18 inches.

“There’s a new one from Monrovia
called ‘Pink Supreme’ that looks like
it will be a little warmer and softer –
easier on the eye than the normal bluepink color,” Taylor said. “Blue oat grass
would be really beautiful with it for a
blue and pink combination. I personally
don’t like pink and yellow together but
(if planted in) morning sun and afternoon shade from about 1 or 2 o’clock,
Japanese forest grass would be a beautiful combination.”
Taylor also recommends pairing
them with spiky New Zealand flax or
evergreen spires, such as Ilex crenata
‘Sky Pencil’, ‘Graham Blandy’ boxwood
or Euonymus japonicus ‘Green Spire’,
to balance the roses’ rounded form.
Taylor also favors Potentilla fruticosa. “It’s not a very sexy plant … (but)
it’s a truly wonderful performer for the
non-gardening person who wants a lot
of summer color,” he said.
Another plus is that its denuded
appearance is brief; it’s one of the first
deciduous shrubs to start sprouting
green growth in spring, often in
late January or early February in
his garden.
Some shrubs show their best side
when they are bare. Etchepare suggested the dwarf red-twig dogwood
(Cornus sericea ‘Kelseyi’) for winter
appeal. It wears the same bright purplish-red twig as its parent but at 24-30
inches, it fits easily into any garden.
Foliage favorites include the dwarf
Japanese barberries, ‘Golden Nugget’
and ‘Crimson Pygmy’. The former
variety grows to 12 inches tall and 18
inches wide, while the latter grows to 2
feet by 3 feet.
“The golden barberry, ‘Golden
Nugget’, has been very popular with
our customers,” Etchepare said. “It’s
easy to display when combined with
‘Crimson Pygmy’. It’s not new, but people still like it.”
Taylor calls ‘Golden Nugget’ a good
mixer, especially with burgundy, blue
and purple. “It would look awesome
with ‘Homestead Purple’ verbena and
black mondo grass,” he said.

Dip’N Grow ® is a liquid rooting

Building a better plant
Not everyone is a fan of Japanese
barberries. “The barberries have been
scrutinized for invasiveness in the
Northeast,” said Ken McVicker, sales
and marketing manager for Van Essen
Nursery in Lebanon, Ore.
Finding non-invasive cultivars of
the culprits or viable alternatives is a
key issue for Van Essen since 90 percent of their stock is sold out of state.
“They’re such a fundamental
landscape plant that there is a need
to replace those and landscapers,
landscape architects, and wholesalers are scrambling to figure
out what that replacement plant
is going to be,” McVicker said.
“Weigela ‘Midnight Wine’ seems
to be one of the front runners for
crimson pygmy barberry. That’s an
example of a new compact variety
… that is helping off-set the loss
of crimson pygmy barberry in that
marketplace.”
Van Essen turns to industry partners, such as Jon L. Roethling, plant
project manager for PlantHaven in Santa
Barbara, Calif., to find options for their
customers. “Personally, I feel some of
the work being done on crops, which
are already important but have some
issues with potential invasiveness (such
as) Berberis, Euonymus and Eleagnus, is
of special interest,” Roethling stated.
He added that breeders are working to develop sterile forms of the top
cultivars in an area. “The trick will be
(getting the) USDA and other governing bodies (to) recognize these sterile
cultivars (so they) don’t ban the species
across the board …. Finally bringing
more of an ornamental appeal to some
of our edible plants such as Vaccinium
could also be of interest.”
Customers can already purchase
edible plants with ornamental appeal:
blueberries. Their striking fall color
is the reason why dwarf blueberries,
such as ‘Northblue’, ‘Northcountry’,
‘Northsky’, ‘Top Hat’, and ‘Koralle’
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IBA and NAA for successful rooting of
all types of cuttings. University research
has shown that Dip’N Grow ® allows
the rooting hormones to be absorbed
into the cutting stem more evenly and
easily, increasing rooting success over
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lingonberry, are suggested alternatives where compact burning bush
(Euonymus alata ‘Compacta’) is invasive. Growing less than 3 to 4 feet tall,
the above cultivars are also great small
stature shrubs.
Showing off
For all they offer, there are a few
hurdles to getting these great plants into
people’s gardens.
Etchepare has observed that, paradoxically, dwarf deciduous shrubs are
being used less because people have
much smaller lots.
“When people had 1/2-, 1- and
5-acre lots, they had evergreens and
deciduous stuff,” he said. “As the lots
get smaller, people don’t seem to put in
as many deciduous plants.”
That may seems illogical. After
all, dwarf shrubs and small gardens

seem like a natural fit. In Taylor’s view,
they’re a natural fit even in larger gardens. He gardens on .20 acres.
“When I look out into my gardens,
I don’t want to look at a bunch of
sticks,” he said. “I’m fine with not having everything be a broadleaf evergreen
or a conifer because that’s just as boring. Deciduous plant material has to
have multiple seasons of beauty and
interest to even be in my garden.
“Dwarf deciduous shrubs (can
offer) spring or summer flowers, great
fall foliage, and in that quieter time of
the year, twig structure or whatever else
it has going for it.”
Dwarf deciduous shrubs are also
great in container gardens. Even dwarf
forms of thirsty hydrangeas make
great container plants, provided the
containers are wide enough to support their root system (hydrangea

Dutchman

industries inc.
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Blades

100”

roots aren’t very deep but they grow
very wide). Van Hoose recommends
containers equivalent to 7-to-10gallon pots.
Moving these plants from garden
center to garden means selling the
plants in spring when garden centers
get their highest foot traffic but when
deciduous shrubs may not be showing
as well as later in the year. As McVicker
pointed out, excellent plant promotion
to the customers in May and June translates to more early sales and less work
luring them back to the nursery in July
and August.
It comes down to teaching the customer what the plant offers and how
best to use it, whether that customer is
a retail shopper, a design client, or a
wholesaler across the country.
“There are opportunities throughout various parts of the country for
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promotion of new plants because some
markets are unfamiliar with the varieties
available,” McVicker said. “The landscapers have always used certain varieties so we’ve always sold them. Partly, I
think it has to do with the way companies look forward in their business.
“I’ll give you an example. We have
two re-wholesalers up in the Northeast,
upper New England area. One of them
is absolutely holding to bread-andbutter deciduous plants. They’re not
interested in trying a lot of new things.
Twenty miles down the road, the other
re-wholesaler is trying all the new
things, including the more compact
forms, and capturing the opportunity
that’s out there to expand their market.”
A Van Essen customer in Colorado
has dedicated square footage in the
wholesale yard to showcasing new introductions, which helps their customers,
including local designers, expand the
plant palette they offer their customers.
“I think that’s really going to continue to explode once our landscape
designers and landscape architects
become better acquainted with these
new varieties. I think the things that are
being done across the country to promote new plants, like the New Varieties
Showcase at the Farwest Show, are
really helping with that effort. There
are truly improved genetics to help the
landscaper with their maintenance and
design needs.”
McVicker added that Van Essen’s
part is to provide education about
availability and value of new introductions to their customers, including what
works for their trade market.
Ultimately, we should remember
this: “Everybody should have beautiful
things surrounding them,” Taylor said.
“In a hard economy, beauty really helps
your day go better.”
Lisa Albert is a freelance garden
writer based in Tualatin, Ore. Her
work has been featured in Sunset
magazine. Contact her at lja.garden@
verizon.net or visit her Web site at
www.lisaalbertwriter.com.
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